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SPECIFICATION

[TITLE OF THE INVENTION] METHOD FOR PROCESSING LENS OF OPTICAL

FIBER END FACE

[ABSTRACT]

[Object] According to a current method for processing the tip

surface of an optical fiber to form a lens in order to enhance

.propagation efficiency of light, the shape of a connected

portion is made compact, but an advanced processing technology

and many man-hours are necessitated, and it is difficult to

form lenses having a uniform characteristic in large quantities,

l



and therefore a situation in which the method is widely used

has not been attained.

[Solution Means] The conventional problem is solved by

realizing a method for processing the lens of an optical fiber

end face, comprising the steps of: applying a resist of uniform

thickness onto the optical fiber end face, transferring a

circular pattern onto the resist, deforming the columnar shape

of the resist to a hemispherical shape by using surface tension

generated by baking the optical fiber on which the columnar

shape of the resist is formed at a high temperature, and

applying dry etching to the optical fiber having the pattern

of the resist deformed to the hemispherical shape for forming

the lens

.

[WHAT IS CLAIMED IS;]'

[Claim 1] A method for processing a lens of an optical fiber

end face, comprising the steps of: applying a resist of uniform

thickness onto the optical fiber end face, transferring a

circular pattern onto the resist applied on the optical fiber

end face so as to form a columnar shape, changing the resist

up to a fluidized state by baking an optical fiber on which

the columnar shape of the resist is formed at a high temperature

and deforming the columnar shape of the resist to a

hemispherical shape by surface tension, and applying dry

2



etching to the optical fiber end face having the pattern of

the resist deformed to the hemispherical shape and transferring

a resist shape to the optical fiber so as to form the lens.

[Claim 2] A method for processing a lens of an optical fiber

end face, comprising the steps of: applying a film of a resist

>of uniform thickness onto the optical fiber end face by

depositing a fine resist particle whose diameter is smaller

than that of an optical fiber on the optical fiber end face

several times so as to form the film, transferring a circular

pattern onto the resist applied on the optical fiber end face

by use of a pattern transferring mask so as to form a columnar

shape, changing the resist up to a fluidized state by baking

the optical fiber on the end face of which the columnar shape

of the resist is formed at a high temperature and deforming

the columnar shape of the resist to a hemispherical shape by

surface tension, and applying dry etching to the optical fiber

end face having the pattern of the resist deformed to the

hemispherical shape so as to form the lens.

[Claim 3] A method for processing a lens of an optical fiber

end face, comprising the steps of: applying a film of a resist

of uniform thickness onto the optical , fiber end face by

depositing a fine resist particle whose diameter is smaller

than that of an optical fiber on the- optical fiber end face

3



several times so as to form the film, transferring a circular

pattern onto the resist applied on the optical fiber end face

by use of a pattern transferring mask so as to form a columnar

shape, changing the resist up to -a fluidized state by baking

the optical fiber on the end face of which the columnar shape

of the resist is formed at 155°C forabout one hour and deforming

the columnar shape of the resist to a hemispherical shape by

surface tension, and applying dry etching to the optical fiber -

end face having the pattern of the resist deformed to the

hemispherical shape so as to form the lens.

[Claim 4] A method for processing a lens of an optical fiber,

end face, comprising the steps of: applying a film of a resist

of uniform thickness onto the optical fiber end face by

depositing a fine resist particle whose diameter is smaller

than that of an optical fiber on the optical fiber end face

several times so as to form the film, transferring a circular

pattern onto the resist applied on the optical fiber end face

by use of a pattern transferring mask so as to form a columnar

shape, changing the resist up to a fluidized state by baking

the optical fiber on the end face of which the columnar shape

of the resist is formed at 155 °C for about one hour and deforming

the columnar shape of the resist to a hemispherical shape by

surface tension, and applying dry etching to the optical fiber

4



end face having the pattern of the resist deformed to the

hemispherical shape so as to form the lens by use of a dry

etching device including a fast atomic beam (FAB) etching

device

.

[Claim 5] A method for transferring a pattern to an optical

fiber end face, as set forth in Claims 2 to 4, accurately

aligning transfer patterns at a center of the optical fiber

end face by use of a transferring mask structured to have a

transfer pattern used for an optical fiber at a bottom of a

guide hole, the transferring mask simultaneously transferring

a pattern to be transferred to the optical fiber and a pattern

of the guide hole of the optical fiber onto a glass board

according to photolithography and being produced by forming

the guide hole of the optical fiber while growing a metal film

on a pattern of the guide hole on the glass board according

to a plating process.

[Claim 6] .
A method for transferring a pattern to an optical

fiber end face, as set forth in Claims 2 to 4, accurately

aligning transfer patterns at a center of the optical fiber

end face by use of a transferring mask structured to have a

transfer pattern used for a Cr-Au optical fiber on a glass board

of^ a bottom of a guide hole, the transferring mask

simultaneously transferring a pattern to be transferred to the
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optical fiber and a pattern of the guide hole of the optical

fiber onto a glass board onto which Cr-Au has been spattered

according to photolithography and being produced by forming

the guide hole of the optical fiber while growing a metal film

on a pattern of the guide hole on the glass board in which Cr-Au

is used as an electrode, according to a plating process after

forming a resist film on the glass board in which Cr-Au is etched

and performing exposure development according to a self

alignment technique.

[DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION]

[0001]

[Technical Field of the Invention] The present invention

relates to a method for processing the lens of an optical fiber

end face in which a part in the vicinity of a core of the end

face of an optical fiber is hemispherically processed to form
>

a lens. Since an optical fiber subjected to the method for
<.

processing the lens of an optical fiber end face of the present

invention does not need a complex component structure, the

coupling efficiency of the optical fiber is enhanced.

[0002]

[Prior ' Art] With the rapid development of current

communications technology and with the expansion of

communications networks, a communications lines that use an
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optical fiber have been expanded. In the communications line

that uses an optical fiber, the propagation efficiency of light

is enhanced by adjusting a difference in the refractive index

between a core part and a clad part in the coupling between

an optical fiber and an optical module, such as an optical

circuit, and therefore a method is executed for inserting a

minute lens between the optical fiber and a connected portion

with the optical fiber. However, since this method is required

to manufacture the minute lens and accurately adjust the

positional relationship between the optical fiber and the lens,

a problem resides in the fact that much time is consumed in

its adjustment and, in addition to this, the shape of the

connected portion is enlarged because of the use of a minute

lens that is an independent one, thus leading to high costs,

and, as a result, a situation in which a method is widely used

has not been attained. In order to solve this problem, various

methods have been attempted, such as a method of melting the

tip of an optical fiber by the flame of a burner and forming

a lens in such a way as to deform the tip into a spherical shape

by the surface tension of molten glass and a method for directly

forming a' lens by mechanically processing the surface of the

tip of the optical fiber. However, according to the current

method for processing the tip surface of the optical fiber so
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as to form a lens, the shape of the connected portion can be

made compact, but an advanced processing technology and many

man-hours are necessitated, and it is difficult to form lenses

having a uniform characteristic in large quantities, and

therefore a situation in which the method is widely used has

not .been attained.

[0003]

[Problems to be Solved by the Invention] Although this

situation exists, there are demands to develop a technique for

producing lenses having a uniform characteristic in large

quantities at the tip surface of an optical fiber at low cost,

in order' to enhance the coupling efficiency of an optical fiber

and so on, with the rapid development of the current

communications technology and with the expansion of

communications networks

.

[0004]

[Means for Solving Problems] The present invention realizes

a method for processing a lens of an optical fiber end face,

comprising the steps of : applying a resist" of uniform thickness

onto the optical fiber end face, transferring a circular

pattern onto the resist applied on the optical fiber end face,

changing the resist up to a fluidized state by baking an optical

fiber on which the columnar shape of the resist is formed at
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a high temperature and deforming the columnar shape of the

resist to a hemispherical shape by surface tension, and

applying dry etching to the optical fiber having the pattern

of the resist deformed to the hemispherical shape so as to form

the lens. The method for processing the lens of an optical

fiber end face of the present invention is to form a lens on

the optical fiber end face through an etching technique, and

a technique for producing lenses having a uniform

characteristic on the optical fiber in large quantities at low

cost is established by employing a semiconductor manufacturing

technology.

[0005]

[Embodiment of the Invention]

[Embodiment] Fig. 1 is a view for explaining the steps of a

method for processing the lens of an optical fiber end face

of the present invention. The optical fiber is thin similar

to hair (outer diameter 125pm) , and it is difficult to apply

additional processing to its end face and to its side face.

In the present invention, a fine pattern was produced on the

optical fiber end face by photolithography processing that has

accomplished the most positive results to produce the fine

pattern. The method for processing the lens of an optical

fiber end face of the present invention is performed by the

9
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four steps shown in Fig. 1:

A:' step of applying a resist of uniform thickness onto the

optical fiber end face,

B: step of transferring a circular pattern onto the resist

applied on the optical fiber end face,

C: step of changing the resist up to a fluidized.state by baking

an optical fiber on which the columnar' shape of the resist is

formed at a high temperature and deforming the columnar shape

of the resist to a hemispherical shape by surface tension, and

D: step of applying dry etching, in which the optical fiber

and the resist are etched together, to the optical fiber end

face having the pattern of the resist deformed to the

hemispherical shape so as to form the lens,

[0006] Each step shown in Fig. 1 will be hereinafter described

in detail. First, a description .will be given of step "A'' of

applying a resist of uniform thickness onto an optical fiber

end face. Fig. 2 is a view that shows a case in which a resist

is applied onto the optical fiber end face. In Fig. 2, 3 is

the resist, and 5 is' an optical fiber. When photolithography

processing is applied to the optical fiber end face, a question

of how to form a film of the resist first arises. 'Generally,

a spin coat method is employed as a film formation method with

respect to a flat silicon wafer. However, a uniform resist
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film cannot be obtained because of the surface tension of the

resist' when the film' is formed on an 'extremely rugged object

or on a fine object according to the spin coat method. When

a film is formed on the end face of the optical fiber 5 according

to the spin coat method, the resist 3 is shaped like a round

mass at its end because of surface tension as shown in (b) of

Fig. 2 . For this reason, it is impossible to transfer a pattern

to the mass rounded at its end as shown in (b) of Fig. .2.

[0007] In the present invention, a technique has been developed

in which a uniform resist film, is formed on the optical fiber

end face according to a method for spraying a resist like a

fog, and photolithography processing is performed. In the

present invention, in order to form a film of the resist on

-the optical fiber end face, a small amount of fine resist

particles the particle-diameter representative value of each

of which is 6]im are deposited several times onto an end face

formed by planarly cutting a mono-mode optical fiber (outer

diameter 125jam) by use of a two-fluid-mixed spray. A uniform

film can be formed even on a fine end face having a thickness

similar to hair because the outer diameter 125pm of the optical,

fiber end face is sufficiently greater than the resist particle

diameter 6pm. Additionally, in the present invention, the

optical fiber was placed between works of a 20 X 20 X 8 mm
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aluminum block and was pre-heated at 145°C, with the purpose

of promptly evaporating the solvent of the resist. The preset

temperature of a work-fixing base was fixed at 120°C while the

resist was. being sprayed. The spraying was performed while

raising the temperature. Presumably , the temperature of the

optical fiber end face is 60°C or less although the preset

temperature is 120°C in- this case.

[0008] The end face of the optical fiber 5 on which the film

has been formed is shown in (a) of Fig. 2. A film of the negative

resist 3 is evenly formed over the whole without generating

swelling even near its circumference. The film thickness is

1pm to 5iam. Fig. 3 shows a resist application condition under

which a film of. the resist is evenly formed on the end face

of the optical fiber. In a case in which the resist is a-

negative "60cp OMR-83 (TOKYO OHKA KOGYO CO., LTD.)" and in a

case in which the resist is a positive "30cp ORFR-800 (TOKYO

OHKA KOGYO CO., LTD.) ," the film was formed under a condition

where the atomizing pressure is 0.4 Mpa, syringe pressure is

0.4 Mpa, feed speed is 2.0 mm/sec, temperature is 120°C,

dilution ratio is 1/20, and recoating is performed five times.

[0009] Next, a description will be given of step "B" of

transferring a circular pattern onto the resist applied on an

optical fiber end face. In order to apply the photolithography
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processing of a concentric circular pattern to the end face

of a thin optical fiber whose outer diameter is 125pm, alignment

of the optical fiber with a mask becomes important. In the

present invention, a mask, that can be easily and accurately

aligned with the center axis of the optical fiber end face was

produced in order to transfer a circular pattern to the resist

applied on the optical fiber end face. The mask was produced

such that a Ni thick film is grown on a Si02 substrate on which

a pattern to be transferred to the ^optical fiber is formed

according to electrolytic plating, and a Ni guide hole. large

enough to receive the optical fiber is formed. A pattern to

be transferred to the optical fiber is beforehand formed at

the bottom of the guide hole, and, by inserting the optical

fiber into the hole, alignment is automatically performed.

[0010] Fig. 4 is an explanatory drawing of the step of producing

a pattern-transferring mask that transfers a- circular pattern

onto the optical fiber end face on which the film of the positive

resist has been applied. It becomes possible to easily and

accurately perform alignment with the center axis of the

optical fiber end face by using this pattern transferring mask.

In Fig. 4, 1 is the Si0 2 substrate, 2 is Cr - Au, 3 is the resist,

4 is Ni, and 5 is the optical fiber. Referring to Fig. 4, a

mask-producing process will be described.
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Step 1: Cr - Au that is used as an electrode of plating is

spattered onto the Si02 substrate that forms a pattern to be

transferred to the optical fiber.

Step 2: A circle to which the optical fiber is inserted. and

a pattern drawn on the optical fiber end face on which the

positive resist has been applied are subjected to patterning

by the resist. Since the pattern was narrowed by about 10pm

by plating, the circle to which the optical fiber is inserted

was set to be 136pm.

[0011] Step 3: A Cr - Au film is etched.

Step 4: A highly viscous negative resist [450cp OMR-83 (TOKYO

OHKA KOGYO CO., LTD.)] is excessively deposited on the Si0 2

substrate where the Cr - Au film has been etched to the extent

of being swelled by surface tension. The Si02 substrate where

the positive resist has been deposited is somewhat smoothed

at 2000 rpm for 2 to 3 sec and is baked to form a thick resist

film of about 20pm. Pre-baking is performed at 90°C for 30

min while placing a wafer on a flat plate so that the resist

film does not incline. In order to expose a surface opposite

to the surface on which the resist has been applied, a self

alignment technique that achieves exact matching with the shape

first subjected to patterning was employed. The condition of

being exposed by a 120 mW ultraviolet light source for 5 min
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was imposed.

Step 5: The substrate on which- the thick film of the positive

resist has been formed is developed. Development is performed

for 40 min, and rinsing is performed for 30 min. The resist

pattern of a thick film of 20pm in height can be produced. In

Ni plating, this resist pattern of a thick film' prevents a

sidewise Ni growth. After the patterning, baking is performed

at 90°C for one hour.

[0012] Step 6: The Ni layer is grown by a sulfamic acid Ni bath.

A plating condition where the bath temperature is 55°C and

electric current density is about 0.1 mA/mm2
(40 mA in the 20

mm square) was imposed. • The plating grows at a speed of about

0.08 pm/min under this condition.

Step 7: The Ni layer is grown to about 20pm.

Step 8: The resist is peeled off by a remover (502A), and the.

mask is completed.

Step 9: A substance obtained by applying the resist onto the

optical fiber end face is inserted into the hole of Ni and is

exposed while projecting ultraviolet rays from the opposite

surface.

Step 10: A resist pattern exactly aligned with the center of

the optical fiber end face is obtained by development. Fig.

6 shows the shape of the mask completed by the aforementioned
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step shown in Fig. 4. A hole whose outer diameter is about

125pm is formed in the Ni film having a film thickness of 20pm,

and a circular pattern of Cr - Au is drawn on its bottom.

[0013] Fig. 5 is an explanatory drawing of the step of producing

a pattern-transferring mask that transfers a circular pattern

onto the optical fiber end face on which the film of the negative

resist has been applied^ It becomes possible to easily and

accurately perform alignment with the center axis of the

optical fiber end face by using this pattern transferring mask.

In Fig. 5, 1 is the Si0
2 substrate, 2 is Cr - Au, 3 is the resist,

4 is Ni, and 5 is the optical fiber. Referring to Fig. 5, a

mask-producing process will be described.

Step 1: Cr - Au that is used as an electrode of plating is

spattered onto the Si02 substrate that forms a pattern to be

transferred to the optical fiber.

Step 2: A circle to which the optical fiber is inserted and

a pattern drawn on the optical fiber end face on which the

negative resist has been applied are subjected to patterning

by the resist. Since the pattern was narrowed by about 10pm

by plating, the circle to which the optical fiber is inserted

was set to be 136pm.

[0014] Step 3: A Cr~.Au film is etched.

Step 4: A highly viscous negative resist [450cp OMR-83 (TOKYO
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OHKA KOGYO CO., LTD.)] is excessively deposited on the Si02

substrate where the Cr - Au film has been etched to the extent

of being swelled by surface tension. The Si0 2 substrate where

the negative resist has been deposited is somewhat smoothed

at 2000 rpm for 2 to 3 sec and is bakedto form a thick resist

film of about 20pm. Pre-baking' is performed at 90°C for 30

min while placing a wafer on a flat plate so that the resist

film does not incline. In order to expose a surface opposite

to the surface on which the resist has been applied, a self

alignment technique that achieves exact matching with the shape

first subjected to patterning was employed. The condition of

being exposed by a 120 mW ultraviolet light source for 5 min

was imposed.

Step 5: The substrate on which the thick film of the resist

has been formed is developed. Development is performed for

40 min, and rinsing is performed for 30 min. The resist pattern

of a thick film of 20pm in height can be produced. . In Ni plating,

this resist pattern of a thick film prevents a sidewise Ni

growth. After the patterning, baking is performed at 90°C for

one hour.

[0015] Step 6: The Ni layer is grown by a sulfamic' acid Ni bath".

A plating condition where the bath temperature is 55°C and

electric current density is about 0.1 mA/mm2
(40 mA in the 20
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mm square) was imposed. The plating grows at a. speed of about

0.08 jjm/min under this condition.

Step 7 : The Ni layer is grown to about 20]im.

Step 8: The resist is peeled off by a remover (502A) , and the

mask is completed.

Step 9: A substance obtained by applying the resist onto the

optical fiber end face is inserted into the hole of Ni and is

exposed while projecting ultraviolet rays from the opposite

surface.

Step 10: A resist pattern exactly aligned with the center of

the optical fiber end face is obtained by development. Fig.

7 shows the shape of the mask completed by the aforementioned

step shown in Fig. 5. A hole whose outer diameter is about

125|im is formed in the Ni film having a film thickness of 20pm,

and a hollow circular pattern of Cr - Au is drawn on its bottom.

[0016] Concerning the mask produced by the steps of either Fig.

4 or Fig. 5, since the circle into which the optical- fiber is.

inserted and the pattern drawn on the end face of "the optical

fiber are transferred by one patterning act when the Cr - Au

film is patterned, high alignment accuracy with the fiber end

face can be obtained with high accuracy of a pattern generator

that produces this mask. Next, a description will be given

of step C of changing the resist up to a fluidized state by
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baking the optical "fiber on which a columnar shape of the resist

is formed at a high temperature and deforming the columnar shape

of the resist to a hemispherical shape by surface tension. Fig.

8 is a view explaining a processing method for hemispherically

deforming the columnar shape of resist. In Fig.- 8, 3 is the

resist, and 5 is the optical fiber. (a) of Fig. 8 shows an

optical fiber on which the columnar shape of the resist has

been formed by use of a mask that has a connector guide at the

optical fiber end face by the step described in Fig. 4 or Fig.

5. The thickness of the columnar shape of the resist on the

optical fiber end face is formed somewhat thickly by lowering

the feed speed or by increasing the number of coatings and the

flow rate of the resist, so that sufficient curvature' can be

obtained after being baked.

[0017] Fig. 9 shows a resist application condition for forming

the film of a negative resist in order to obtain a hemispherical

shape on the. end. face of the optical fiber. A film of 8 to

12pm can be formed under a condition where the atomizing

pressure is 0.4 Mpa, syringe pressure is 0.2 Mpa, feed speed

is 1.5 mm/sec, temperature is 120°C, dilution ratio is 1/20,

and recoating is performed six times. The thus formed resist

pattern is shown in (a) of Fig. 8. The optical fiber on which

the columnar shape of the resist has been formed is baked at
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a high temperature of 155 °C for one hour. The negative resist

of the end face of the optical fiber is polymerized, shrunk,

or sagged when it is exposed to a high temperature, and, at

about 150°C, the edge part starts flowing. At this time,

surface tension works on the resist, and the resist having the

columnar shape is rounded and deformed. The deformation to

a hemispherical shape at about 155°C was ascertained by an

experiment. A resist pattern formed after being baked at 155°C

for one hour is shown in (b) of Fig. 8. The negative resist

is hemispherically formed on the end face. The diameter on

the end face is 60pm, and the height of the film 'is 14pm, which

are adjustable.

[0018] Next, a description will be given of step D for applying

dry etching to the optical fiber having the pattern of the

resist deformed to a hemispherical shape on the optical fiber

end face so as to form a lens . Fig . 10 is an explanatory drawing

of the method for forming a lens by applying drying etching

to the optical fiber end face having the pattern of the resist

hemispherically deformed on the optical fiber end face shown

in (b) of Fig. 8. As shown in Fig. 10(a), the optical fiber

that has the pattern of the resist hemispherically deformed

on the optical fiber end face shown in (b) of Fig. 8 is processed

vertically with' respect to the optical fiber end face without
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the influence of side etching by a FAB (Fast Atom Beam) etching

device, and the shape of the resist pattern is transferred to

the optical fiber.

[0019] Etching is performed until the resist of the optical

fiber end face is completely removed with a FAB. The FAB

etching is anisotropic dry etching in which the resist and the

optical fiber (Si02 ) can be vertically ' etched. In the FAB

etching, the resist is etched about 1.4 times as fast as the

optical fiber (Si0 2 ),and the hemispherical resist pattern is

transferred to the optical fiber almost without changing its

shape. In this case, the curvature of the lens surface that

has been processed is smaller than the hemispherical, negative

resist pattern. As shown in (b) of Fig. 10, completion is

achieved after the resist is entirely etched. The method for

processing the lens of an optical fiber end- face of the present

invention is to form a lens on the optical fiber end face through

the technique of photolithography and etching, and, by

employing a semiconductor manufacturing technology, it

becomes possible to produce lenses having a uniform

characteristic at low cost in large quantities on the optical

fiber.

[0020]

[Effects of the Invention] As is apparent from the foregoing
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description, the method for processing the lens of an optical

fiber end face of the present invention is to form a lens on

the .optical fiber end face through the steps of: applying a

resist of uniform thickness onto the optical fiber end face,

transferring a circular pattern onto the resist applied on the

optical fiber end face, changing the resist up to a fluidized

state by baking an optical fiber on which the columnar shape

of the resist is formed at a high temperature and deforming

the columnar shape of the resist to a hemispherical shape by

surface tension, and applying dry etching to the optical fiber

end face having the pattern of the resist deformed to the

hemispherical shape so as to form the lens. The method for

processing the lens of an optical fiber end face of the present

invention is to form a lens on the optical fiber end face through

the technique of photolithography and etching, and, by

employing a semiconductor manufacturing technology, it

becomes possible to produce lenses having a uniform

characteristic at low cost in large quantities on the optical

fiber, and it is possible to contribute greatly to the

development of optical ' communications technology in the

future

[BRIEF DESCRIPTION. OF THE DRAWINGS]

[Fig. .1] is a view for explaining the process of the method
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for processing the lens of an optical fiber end face of the

present invention.

[Fig. 2] is a view that shows a case in which a resist is applied

onto- the optical fiber end face.

[Fig. 3] is an example showing a resist application condition

under which a film of a negative resist is evenly, formed on

the end face of the optical fiber by use of a two-fluid-mixed

spray.

[Fig. 4] is an explanatory drawing of the step for producing

a mask used to be easily and. accurately aligned with the center

axis of the optical fiber end face on which a positive resist

has been applied,

[Fig. 5] is an explanatory drawing of the step of producing

a mask used to be easily'and accurately aligned with the center

axis of the optical fiber end face on which a negative resist

has been applied.

[Fig. 6] is a view that shows the shape of a mask completed

by the steps shown in Fig. 4.

[Fig. 7] is a view that shows the shape of a mask completed

by the steps shown in Fig. 5.

[Fig. 8] is a view explaining a processing method for

hemispherically deforming the columnar shape of a resist.

[Fig. 9] is a view that shows a resist application condition
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under which a film of a negative resist is formed to obtain

a hemispherical shape on the end face of the -optical fiber.

[Fig. 10] is an explanatory drawing of a method for forming

a lens by applying dry etching to the optical fiber end face

having the pattern of the resist hemispherically deformed on

the optical fiber end face shown in (b) ' of Fig. 8.

[Description of Symbols]

1 • • • Si02 substrate

2 • • • Cr-Au

3 •
• • Resist

4 . ... • Ni

5 •
• • Optical fiber
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